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Guest of Honour of the Conference and Invited Speaker was Capt. Eric Moody. 
The captain who glided his B747 to safety out of volcanic ash over Java on 24 June 
1982. 
 

 
 

Capt. Eric Moody and the President of Iceland Olafur Ragnar Grimsson 
at the president‘s residence, Bessastadir (Sept.2010) 

 

Some recent interviwes with Capt. Eric Moody by the press and TV: 

 
BBC: Eric Moody: The pilot who flew into volcanic ash in 1982 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/8623210.stm 
 
MIRROR NEWS: How hero pilot Eric Moody saved 263 lives after navigating through 
volcanic ash 
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/top-stories/2010/04/16/hero-pilot-eric-saved-263-lives-115875-
22189294/ 
 
MAIL ONLINE: The story of BA flight 009 and the words every passenger dreads… 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-431802/The-story-BA-flight-009-words-passenger-
dreads-.html 
 
Airsidetv.com - Interview With Capt Eric Moody BA Flt 9 Part  ( 7 min. video) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZl6WdJF370 
 
AlJazeera English: How ash could damage air planes 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkdDRM_kTcY&feature=related 
 

Capt. Eric Moody 
Ret. BA captain. 
UK 
www.ericmoody.com 
eric@ericmoody.com 
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Some photos of Capt. Eric Moody‘s visit to Keilir Aviation Academy and the Aviation 
Conference in Keflavik, Iceland in September 2010. 

http://en.keilir.net/keilir/about_keilir/gallery 
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http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/cpt._eric_moody_at_keilir/.resized/_dsc0475.jpg
http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/cpt._eric_moody_at_keilir/.resized/_dsc0401.jpg
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http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/cpt._eric_moody_at_keilir/.resized/_dsc0403.jpg
http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/conference_on_eyjafjallajokull_and_aviation/.resized/aviation_conference_day1_122.jpg
http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/conference_on_eyjafjallajokull_and_aviation/.resized/aviation_conference_day1_130.jpg
http://en.keilir.net/static/gallery/conference_on_eyjafjallajokull_and_aviation/.resized/aviation_conference_day1_119.jpg
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The story of BA flight 009 and the words every 

passenger dreads ... 

by ZOE BRENNAN 

Last updated at 16:23 29 January 2007 

 

With unbelievable restraint, Captain Eric Moody addressed British Airways flight 009 as his 

Boeing 747 drifted inexorably down towards the Indian Ocean. 

Displaying the stiff-upper-lip spirit that built an empire, he uttered the words that are every air 

passenger's worst nightmare: 'Ladies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking. We have a 

small problem. All four engines have stopped. We are doing our damnedest to get it under 

control. I trust you are not in too much distress.' 

Minutes before, while cruising at ten kilometres above the sea, Captain Moody had instructed 

his first officer to send a Mayday call to ground control in nearby Indonesia. The date was 

June 24, 1982, and this extraordinary flight has since gone down in aviation history. 

As a new TV documentary investigating the socalled 'Jakarta Incident' makes clear, nothing 

was quite as one might expect that terrible night. 

Incredibly, passengers and crew reacted to the captain's cataclysmic announcement not with 

screams and hysteria, but with an extraordinary calm as the realisation that they were almost 

certainly sinking to their deaths hit home. 

Looking out of the aircraft windows, they could see that their plane was coated in an eerie 

white light and that the engines were on fire, with great jets of flame trailing into the sky. 

The cabin was now filled with a thick, sulphuric smoke, and the mighty jet bucked up and 

down as if it were a piece of flotsam adrift on stormy seas. 

Mothers moved to comfort their children, husbands reached for their wives' hands, and air 

hostesses worked their way down the cabin, teaming solo passengers with a companion to 

accompany them into the darkest of nights. 

Hours before, the BA scheduled flight had taken off from Heathrow Airport. After the long 

check-in, the 263 passengers settled into their seats, ordered drinks from the cabin crew, and 
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prepared for the flight which would take them to New Zealand via India, Malaysia and 

Australia. 

At the very back of the enormous jet, Betty Tootell made sure her 80-year-old mother, Phyl, 

was comfortable, and then began to read the Jane Austen novel she had bought for the 

journey. 

Brought up in Britain, the pair had emigrated to New Zealand three years earlier, and were 

returning after a summer holiday in suburban London. Seated in front of her, James Ferguson 

was on his way back from a trip to the Holy Land, and was looking forward to getting home. 

Some rows ahead, Charles Capewell sat with his two young boys, Chas, ten, and Stephen, 

seven. In a few hours, the family expected to be reunited with their mother in Perth, Australia. 

On the flight deck, the crew were fresh and alert. They had taken control at the last stopover 

in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Captain Moody had had his first taste of flying at the age of 16, 

when he took a gliding lesson. He was one of the first pilots ever trained on the Boeing 747. 

First officer Roger Greaves had been a co-pilot for more than six years, and Barry Townley-

Freeman was flight engineer. 

As the jet flew over the Indonesian city of Jakarta, it was cruising at more than 36,000ft and 

had been in the air for an hour-and-a-half. Expecting an easy flight, Captain Moody checked 

his weather radar, which showed smooth sailing for the next 300 miles. 

Assured that all was well, he asked Greaves to take charge while he took a break and 

stretched his legs. 

In the cabin, chief steward Graham Skinner had observed excessive smoke in the air. Back in 

1982, it was still legal to smoke on jets, and he was concerned it may have been a 

smouldering cigarette. 

In the cockpit, the flight took an unsettling turn. First Officer Greaves said: 'Barry and I were 

just sitting there minding the shop, pitch dark night, of course, and then we started to get these 

pinpricks of light on the windscreen.' 

His engineer, Townley-Freeman, asked whether it could be St Elmo's Fire - a natural 

phenomenon sometimes seen when planes fly through highly charged electric thunderclouds. 

The only thing was, there were no thunderclouds that night. The radar showed a clear sky. 

Alarmed by this turn of events, the two men were further disturbed to see, with the help of 

their landing lights, a thin layer of cloud surrounding their plane. 

Back in the cabin, a shudder of turbulence shook passengers as they slept. Breaking off from 

her book, Betty Tootell glanced to her left, where she had a clear view of the port wing. 'To 

my surprise, it was covered in a brilliant, shimmering light,' she recalls. 

'I carried on reading, but I found that I kept reading the same paragraph over and over. I then 

noticed that thick smoke was pouring into the cabin through the vents above the windows. I 

didn't know what was happening.' 
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Neither did the crew. They decided it was time to call their captain back to the controls. 'The 

smoke filling the plane smelt like a sulphuric, electrical smell,' recalls Moody. 'I went on the 

flight deck expecting to hear that we had some electrical smoke from the aircraft.' 

Suddenly, Greaves said: 'Oh my Lord. Look at engine four! It's lit up somehow.' The captain 

was distracted, however: he had just noticed that the engine on his side was illuminated. 

Ahead of them, they appeared to be flying into a sheet of brilliant white light, and the 

temperature within the aircraft began to soar. 

Twenty-five years on, Skinner describes the scene: 'It got really, really hot,' he says. 'You 

were perspiring, drenched in sweat. The acrid smoke filling the cabin was at the back of your 

throat, up your nose, in your eyes - your eyes were running.' 

Most of the passengers now realised that this was no regular flight. Charles Capewell told his 

young sons to close the blind on his porthole, and affected an air of calm as his blood ran 

cold. 

He says: 'As young as they were, they knew we were in bad, bad trouble and they looked at 

me as if to say: "Well, what do we do now, Dad?"' 

In the absence of an explanation, the cabin crew stowed away loose items in a bustle of 

efficiency, offering blind reassurance to passengers in an attempt to stop the air of latent panic 

igniting. Chief steward Skinner explains: 'If I was misleading them, then that was for a reason, 

because I didn't want them to get as upset as I felt. 

'I just couldn't believe what was happening, and yet I was chatting to the passengers, saying: 

"Nothing to worry about. It's just a little hiccup."' 

By now, the passengers could see the extent of the problem with their own eyes, however. 

Betty Tootell says: 'There were huge flames coming out of all four engines. You were plagued 

by questions: Are we going to burn to death? Are we going to choke to death on the smoke? 

What's causing it? What are they going to do about it?' 

As the fire engulfed the engines, one of them revved loudly and failed. Recalling the drill he 

was taught as a young pilot, Captain Moody began to shut it down. Next, engine two failed. 

Then the unthinkable happened. The engineer delivered the death knell: all four engines had 

failed. 

In the cabin, the most ominous sound of all filled the air: a rumbling, grating noise almost like 

a cement mixer, followed by total silence. Flight 009 had entered that nameless void. It was 

falling from the sky. 

Passenger Charles Capewell says: 'The quietness was unbelievable. It seemed eerie and 

surreal, as if we were suspended in space. All we could feel was this quietness and the 

whimpering from the few people who were really upset.' 
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So what passes through the human mind as you stare death in the face? The passengers of 

Flight 009 offer a unique glimpse. 

Tootell, who has written a book, All Four Engines Have Failed, on passengers' response to 

their neardeath experiences, recalls: 'The atmosphere in the cabin was very tense and very 

quiet. At first, it was raw fear and disbelief, and then after a while it turned to acceptance. We 

knew we were going to die.' 

In the cockpit, the crew fought to control the giant glider that the 747 had become. Greaves 

radioed a Mayday warning to Jakarta control. Initially, they failed to understand the message - 

seemingly unable to comprehend such a catastrophe. 

He repeated the warning, in the international format drilled into every flight crew: 'Mayday, 

Mayday. Jakarta control. Speedbird nine. We have lost all four engines. Repeat, all four 

engines. Now descending through flight level 3-5-0.' 

Even without its engines, a 747 can travel forward ten miles for every 1,000ft it falls in 

altitude. With no power, flight 009 had begun a long, excruciatingly slow fall. The crew 

realised they had less than half an hour before they hit the sea. 

Moody says: 'When all engines stop, you go into automatic mode. Obviously, we had 

practised this on the simulator many, many times.' 

He began the standard engine restart drill, and decided to turn the crippled craft back towards 

the closest airport, just outside Jakarta - but a quick calculation told him that they would not 

make it without at least one functioning engine. As pressure within the cabin fell, oxygen 

masks dropped from the ceiling - an automatic emergency measure to make up for the lack of 

air. But some did not work. 

Moody took drastic action: to prevent his passengers dying of oxygen starvation, he went into 

a nosedive, dropping 6,000ft in one minute, to an altitude where there was enough oxygen in 

the outside atmosphere to fill the cabin once more. 

And quite unexpectedly, this action almost certainly saved the lives of every person on board. 

Suddenly, engine four roared back into life. As the plane fell past 13,000ft, another engine 

came back into action, followed by the other two. The crew were euphoric, though when one 

of the four engines failed again, their fears continued. 

With three engines operational, the plane closed in on the airport. But its problems were far 

from over. 

Moody could see nothing outside - the windshield glass had been damaged. Landing 

equipment on the ground which could help them was not working, and the crew had to land 

the plane manually. With consummate skill, the pilot guided the aircraft to a perfect landing. 

'The airplane seemed to kiss the earth,' recalls Moody. 'It was beautiful.' 
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Safely on the ground, passengers hugged each other and applauded the crew. But what had 

happened? How had all four engines failed? 

The result of a forensic investigation into the incident was to change pilot training around the 

world. Engineers at Rolls-Royce found that the engines had seized up because the plane had 

flown through a cloud of volcanic ash. 

There had been an eruption of the Mount Galunggung volcano southeast of Jakarta that day. 

Wind had blown a cloud of ash into the path of the plane and the finely ground particles of 

rock had sandblasted the aircraft and choked its engines. 

The volcanic cloud did not show up on the radar because it was composed of very dry 

material, unlike weather systems which are detected by their water particles. 

By dropping into clear, denser air, the crew's efforts to restart the engines paid off, as the 

volcanic material was blown free. 

Tom Casadevall, director of the U.S. Geological Survey, says: 'We've incorporated this 

learning into training. Pilots now know to look for signs including the odour of sulphur in the 

cabin and frictional electrification on the leading edges.' 

In the months following their brush with death, the crew of flight BA 009 were showered with 

awards and commendations. With passengers, they formed the Galunggung gliding club, 

which enables survivors to stay in touch to this day. 

And there was one happy postscript. Now 81, Betty Tootell went on to marry James 

Ferguson, the man who sat in the row in front of her. 

'Life is full of surprises,' she says, from her home near Auckland, New Zealand. 'James and I 

married 13 years ago and we feel we're still on honeymoon. That night, I learned to count 

every day as a bonus.' 

Air Crash Investigation - All Engines Failed! was on National Geographic Channel, 

February 5, 2007, at 9pm. 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-431802/The-story-BA-flight-009-words-

passenger-dreads-.html#ixzz10ZFu2JvF 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-431802/The-story-BA-flight-009-words-passenger-dreads-.html#ixzz10ZFu2JvF
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-431802/The-story-BA-flight-009-words-passenger-dreads-.html#ixzz10ZFu2JvF
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British Airways Flight 9 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Incident 

Shortly after 13:40 UTC (20:40 Jakarta time) above the Indian Ocean, south of Java, the flight 

crew (consisting of Senior First Officer Roger Greaves and Senior Engineer Officer Barry 

Townley-Freeman while Captain Eric Moody was in the lavatory) first noted an effect on the 

windscreen similar to St. Elmo's fire.
[1]

 The phenomenon persisted after Moody returned from 

the lavatory. Despite the weather radar showing clear skies, the crew switched on engine anti-

ice and the passenger seat belt signs as a precaution. 

As the flight progressed, smoke began to gather throughout the passenger cabin of the aircraft 

and it was at first assumed to be cigarette smoke. However, it soon began to grow thicker and 

had an ominous odour of sulphur. Passengers who had a view out of the aircraft windows 

noted that the engines were unusually bright with the light shining forward through the fan 

blades and producing a stroboscopic effect.
[3]

 

At approximately 13:42 UTC (20:42 Jakarta time), engine number four began surging and 

soon flamed out. The flight crew immediately performed the engine shutdown drill, quickly 

cutting off fuel supply and arming the fire extinguishers. Less than a minute later, at 13:43 

UTC (20:43 Jakarta time), engine two surged and flamed out. Within seconds, and almost 

simultaneously, engines one and three flamed out prompting the flight engineer to exclaim, "I 

don't believe it—all four engines have failed!"
[3]

 

Without engine thrust, a 747-200 has a glide ratio of approximately 15:1, meaning it can glide 

forward 15 kilometres for every kilometre it drops. The flight crew quickly determined that 

the aircraft was capable of gliding for 23 minutes and covering 91 nautical miles (169 km) 

from its flight level of 37,000 feet (11,000 m).
[3]

 At 13:44 UTC (20:44 Jakarta time), Greaves 

declared an emergency to the local air traffic control authority, stating that all four engines 

had failed. However, Jakarta Area Control misunderstood the message, interpreting the call as 

meaning that only engine number four had shut down. It was only after a nearby Garuda 

Indonesia flight relayed the message to Air Traffic Control that it was understood. Despite the 

crew "squawking" the emergency transponder setting of 7700, the aeroplane could not be 

located by Air Traffic Control on their radar screens. 

Many passengers wrote notes to relatives. One such passenger was Charles Capewell who 

wrote "Ma. In trouble. Plane going down. Will do best for boys. We love you. Sorry. Pa 

XXX" scrawled on the cover of his ticket wallet.
[2]

 

Owing to the high Indonesian mountains on the south coast of the island of Java, an altitude 

of at least 11,500 feet (3,500 m) was required to cross the coast safely. The crew decided that 

if the aircraft was unable to maintain altitude by the time they reached 12,000 feet (3,700 m) 

they would turn back out to sea and attempt to ditch into the Indian Ocean. The crew began 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Ocean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_officer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_engineer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captain_(civil_aviation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo%27s_fire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Airways_Flight_9#cite_note-Black_Box-0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather_radar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulphur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroboscopic_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Airways_Flight_9#cite_note-Air_Disaster-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flameout
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Airways_Flight_9#cite_note-Air_Disaster-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glide_ratio
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garuda_Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garuda_Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transponder_(aviation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Airways_Flight_9#cite_note-Falling_from_the_Sky-1
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the engine restart drills, despite being well above the recommended maximum engine in-flight 

start envelope altitude of 28,000 feet (8,500 m). The attempts failed. 

Despite the lack of time, Moody made an announcement to the passengers that has been 

described as "a masterpiece of understatement":
[3][4]

 

“ 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking. We have a small 

problem. All four engines have stopped. We are doing our damnedest to get 

them under control. I trust you are not in too much distress. ” 

As pressure within the cabin fell, oxygen masks dropped from the ceiling—an automatic 

emergency measure to make up for the lack of air. On the flight deck however, Greaves's 

mask was broken; the delivery tube had detached from the rest of the mask. Moody swiftly 

decided to descend at 1,800 m per minute to an altitude where there was enough pressure in 

the outside atmosphere to breathe almost normally. 

At 13,500 feet (4,100 m), they were approaching the altitude at which they would have to turn 

over the ocean and attempt a risky ditching. Although there were guidelines for the procedure, 

no one had ever tried it in a Boeing 747—nor has anyone since. As they performed the 

engine-restart procedure, engine number four started, and at 13:56 UTC (20:56 Jakarta time), 

Moody used its power to reduce the rate of descent. Shortly thereafter, engine three restarted, 

allowing him to climb slowly. Shortly after that, engines one and two successfully restarted as 

well.
[5]

 The crew subsequently requested and expedited an increase in altitude to 11,500 feet 

(3,500 m) in order to clear the high mountains of Indonesia.
[6]

 

As the aircraft approached its target altitude, the St. Elmo's fire effect on the windscreen 

returned. Moody throttled back, however engine number two surged again and had to be shut 

down. The crew immediately descended and held 12,000 feet (3,700 m). 

As Flight 9 approached Jakarta, the crew found it difficult to see anything through the 

windscreen, and had to make the approach almost entirely on instruments, despite reports of 

good visibility. The crew decided to fly the ILS, Instrument Landing System, however, the 

glideslope was inoperative, so they flew the localizer as the first officer monitored the 

airport's DME (Distance Measuring Equipment). He then called out how high they should be 

at each DME step along the final track to the runway, creating a virtual glide slope for them to 

follow. It was, in Moody's words, "a bit like negotiating one's way up a badger's arse".
[1]

 

Although the runway lights could be made out through a small strip of the windscreen, the 

landing lights on the aircraft seemed to be inoperable. After landing, the flight crew found it 

impossible to taxi, due to glare from apron floodlights which made the already sandblasted 

windscreen opaque. Therefore, City of Edinburgh had to wait for an airport tug to tow her in. 
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Aftermath 

 
 

Damaged engine parts from BA 9 on display at Auckland Museum 

It was found that City of Edinburgh's problems had been caused by flying through a cloud of 

volcanic ash from the eruption of Mount Galunggung. Because the ash cloud was dry, it did 

not show up on the weather radar, which is designed to detect the moisture in clouds. The 

cloud sandblasted the windscreen and landing light covers and clogged the engines. As the 

ash entered the engines, it melted in the combustion chambers and adhered to the inside of the 

power-plant. As the engine cooled from not running and as the aircraft descended out of the 

ash cloud, the molten ash solidified and enough broke off to allow air to flow smoothly 

through the engine allowing a successful restart. The engines had enough electrical power to 

restart because one generator and the onboard batteries were still operative; generator or 

battery power is required for ignition of the engines. 

Engines one, two and three were replaced at Jakarta, as well as the windscreen, and the fuel 

tanks were cleared of the ash that had entered them through the pressurisation ducts, 

contaminating the fuel and requiring that it be disposed of. After being ferried back to 

London, engine number four was replaced and major work was undertaken to return the 

aircraft to service. G-BDXH also entered the Guinness Book of Records as the longest glide in 

a non-purpose-built aircraft, until the record was broken by the Air Transat Flight 236 

incident. 

Although the airspace around Mount Galunggung was closed temporarily after the incident, it 

was re-opened days later. It was only after a Singapore Airlines 747 was forced to shut down 

three of its engines while flying through the same area nineteen days later (13 July), that 

Indonesian authorities closed the airspace permanently and re-routed airways to avoid the 

area, and a watch was set up to monitor clouds of ash.
[3]

 This was not, in fact, the first 

encounter from this eruption; a Garuda DC-9 encountered ash on 5 April 1982.
[7]

 

The crew received various awards, including the Queen's Commendation for Valuable Service 

in the Air and medals from the British Air Line Pilots Association. Following the incident, the 

crew and passengers formed the Galunggung Gliding Club as a means to keep in contact.
[8]

 

One of the passengers, Betty Tootell, wrote a book about the incident, All Four Engines Have 

Failed. She managed to trace some 200 of the 247 passengers on the flight, and went on to 

marry a fellow survivor, James Ferguson, who had been seated in the row in front of her. She 

notes: "The 28th December 2006 marks the start of our 14th year of honeymoon, and on the 
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24th June 2007 many passengers and crew will no doubt gather to celebrate the 25th 

anniversary of our mid-air adventure."
[9]

 

Today, British Airways operates Flight 9 from London Heathrow to Bangkok and Sydney. 

City of Edinburgh, later renamed City of Elgin, continued to fly for British Airways, before 

being sold to European Aviation Air Charter. The aircraft was taken out of service in 

February 2004 and the 30-year old aircraft was scrapped in July 2009. 

The incident featured in an episode of the Mayday documentary TV series Air Crash 

Investigation titled "All Engines Failed". 

In January 2009, following the ditching of US Airways Flight 1549 on the Hudson River, 

Moody described his feelings during and after the event, in a piece for the The Scotsman.
[10]

 

September 2009 saw City Of Edinburgh take on a fresh significance when the environmental 

campaign group 10:10 bought the fuselage of the plane and had it converted into thousands of 

10:10 tags. The tags, made in the shape of the campaign's logo, are worn as necklaces or 

bracelets and are used to raise funds and awareness of 10:10's work, primarily to persuade 

individuals, organizations and businesses to reduce their carbon emissions by 10% in 2010. 

On 7 April 2010, the process was documented in a news feature shown on BBC Scotland.
[11]

 

Similar incident 

A nearly identical incident occurred on 15 December 1989 when KLM Flight 867, a B747-

400 from Amsterdam to Anchorage, Alaska, flew into the plume of the erupting Mount 

Redoubt, causing all four engines to fail due to compressor stall. Once the flight cleared the 

ash cloud, the crew was able to restart each engine and then make a safe landing at 

Anchorage.
[12]

 

Other gliding airliners 

 US Airways Flight 1549 - 15 January 2009, made an emergency landing in the 

Hudson River after losing power in both engines, caused by multiple bird strike.  

 British Airways Flight 38 - 17 January 2008, crash-landed with extremely reduced 

power after ice crystals in the fuel clogged the fuel-oil heat exchanger (FOHE) of each 

engine.  

 Air Transat Flight 236 - 24 August 2001, made an emergency landing in the Azores 

without fuel.  

 Hapag-Lloyd Flight 3378 - 7 July 2000, landed in a powerless glide 500 metres 

(0.31 mi) short of the runway in Vienna, Austria, with all aboard surviving.  

 Scandinavian Airlines Flight 751 - 27 December 1991, made an emergency landing 

after losing power on both engines due to ice ingestion.  

 TACA Flight 110 - 24 May 1988, made an emergency landing after losing all power 

because of water ingestion to the engines.  

 The Gimli Glider (Air Canada Flight 143) - 23 July 1983, ran out of fuel between 

Montreal, Quebec and Edmonton, Alberta, landing in Manitoba.  
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 Southern Airways Flight 242 - 4 April 1977, made an emergency landing on a 

highway after losing all power because of water and hail ingestion to the engines. 
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